Senator Owen Suggests That Government Buy Up All Low-Price Oil

LEGIONNAIRES OF OKLAHOMA WILL SEND QUORUM OFFERINGS

The Legionnaires of Oklahoma plan to send a quorum offering of two hundred dollars to the United States government in support of the Lindbergh ransom fund. The offering will be sent to the Department of the Treasury in Washington, D.C., this week. The Legionnaires of Oklahoma have been active in raising money for the ransom fund, and this offering is a significant contribution to the cause.

NORTH CANADIAN REPORTED RISING IN WESTERN PART OKLAHOMA; FLOOD CONDITION EAST PART OF STATE NOT AVAILABLE; WICHITA IS SENDING OUT WARNINGS TO THE LOW LANDING

FRIDAY

LEGIONNAIRES

Woman & Daughter Face Charge of First Degree Murder Because of “Materialized” Spirits Killing Husband and Father 2 Years Ago

SOLUTION FOR OIL STAGNATION PRICE IS SUGGESTED BY OKLAHOMA SOLON

ARDMORE TOURIST CAMPING GROUNDS TO OPEN MONDAY

GRAIN ELEVATOR DESTROYED EARLY THIS MORNING IN OKLAHOMA CITY

FEDERAL TROOPS AID IN RESTORING PEOPLES TO PLANE OF NORMAL SENSIBILITY

SECRETARY OF STATE REPUBLICANS LANDS FAT PROPOSITION

SHRINERS LEAVE TONIGHT FOR THE IMPERIAL COUNCIL

POLITICAL TIES FORGOTTEN WHILE HONOR IS PAID TO KENTUCKY LEADER

UNAUTHENTICATED STATEMENTS INDICATE HEAVY VOLUME OF WATER AT JUNCTION SOUTH CANADIAN AND ARKANSAS

UNPRECEDEDENT RISE AT GREAT BEND

TIME WATER STATIONS, BUT RIVER FLOWS AT STATION TWO WOULD MAKE FLAT TOPS

FEDERATION'S OFFICIALS CALLED BEFORE THE GRAND JURY CONDUCTED BY FEDERAL OFFICIALS

WEATHER

POLICE OFFICIALS ARE CALLED BEFORE THE GRAND JURY CONDUCTED BY FEDERAL OFFICIALS

WASHINGTON, June 10—Federal officials here have served subpoenas on two men who are alleged to have made false statements about the Lindbergh ransom fund. The subpoenas were served by the United States attorney general in connection with the investigation of the Lindbergh kidnapping.
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